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1. The development of social research was in response to political, economic 
andÃ¢â‚¬Â¦............that swept through Europe in the 18th Century and achieved its 
greatest success in French Revolution (1848).

     	      great commotion

     	--->> legal turmoil

     	      confusion

     	      disturbance

2. The art of testing or revising ideas generally is based mainly on logic andÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.......
.observations.

     	      observed

     	      verifiable

     	      factual

     	--->> empirical

3. Social Science uses the methods ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.................to study diverse objects from 
census data derived from hundreds of thousands of human beings to in-depth analysis 
of individual and groups social life.

     	      social analysis

     	      Social enquiry

     	      social investigation

     	--->> Social Research

4. BothÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.................emphasized the need for the social researcher not to impose 
personal prejudice and moral position on his/her subject matter

     	      Marx and Parsons

     	--->> Durkheim and Weber

     	      Hobbes and Hirschi
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     	      Lombroso and Sellin

5. The agitations generated by the strong socialist and anti-monarchiesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦..............
.......... the exercises of power by traditional ruling unit.

     	      intimidated

     	      scaried

     	--->> threatened

     	      frightened

6. The main objective of activities in Social Research is to describe, identify, classify, 
categorize, explore investigate, evaluate and understand social life and human 
activities in relation to his/herÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............

     	      exsisting

     	      extant

     	      alive

     	--->> existence

7. In social research, logic refers to the two broad methods ofÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............known as 
the deductive and inductive reasoning.

     	      reflection

     	--->> reasoning

     	      thinking

     	      inference

8. Inductive reasoning works the other way, that is moving from specific observations to 
broaderÃ¢â‚¬Â¦.............and theories.

     	--->> generalizations

     	      postulation

     	      theorization

     	      speculation

9. Deductive reasoning works from general to the more.........................
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     	      fixed

     	      particular

     	--->> specific

     	      definite

10. Social Research is step by stepÃ¢â‚¬Â¦................research activities carried out by 
social scientists in the various disciplines of the social sciences

     	      emperical

     	--->> scientific

     	      systematic study

     	      objective study
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